
A. Display of Object Detection Results in Real-
World Situation

In this section we would give more examples on real
data sets. Fig.A1 shows a case in UG2+ DARK FACE
[11] dataset. Fig.A2 shows the detection results of ExDark
[8] dataset. Our MAET has shown better detection perfor-
mance when facing actual dark light detection tasks.

B. Ablation Study
B.1. Other Low-Light Image Synthesis Methods

Although the purpose of this paper is not for a perfect
low-light image synthesis pipeline, we have also compared
with existing low light image synthesis methods (from nor-
mal light sRGB to low light sRGB) and evaluate their im-
pact on low-light object detection tasks.

The work in [6] proposed to use the Retinex model [5]
to generate low light counterpart by normal light images:

I(x) = R(x) · L, (1)

in this equation, R(x) is the clear normal-lit images (same
as x in Eq.15), I(x) is the generated low-lit counterpart
(same as tdeg(x) in Eq.15) and L is the random fixed il-
lumination value, here L, same as our parameter k’s range.

The work in [9, 10, 13] proposed to use an invert gamma
correction with additional noises to generate low light de-
graded image from normal light counterpart, the equation
shown as follow:

tdeg(x) = xγ + n, (2)

Figure A1. Detection results of UG2+ DARK FACE dataset [11].
(a)/(b)/(c) is the detection result of YOLO based on the dataset pre-
processed by MBLLEN [10]/KIND [12]/Zero-DCE [3] and (d)
is the is the detection result of MAET-YOLO model on original
dataset, yellow and green boxes are ground truth boxes and pre-
diction results, respectively.

ExDark DARK FACE

YOLO (L)

LR 0.698 0.511
LG 0.709 0.528
LGP 0.712 0.532
LGmix 0.713 0.535

Lours+m 0.706 0.530
Lours 0.716 0.540

Table B1. The experiment results on ExDark [8] dataset and
UG2+ DARK FACE [11] datasets by using different kinds of syn-
thetic low light COCO [7] dataset. The detection results verify the
reliability of our synthesis method.

here γ is the gamma curve parameter and n is the additional
noise (Poisson noise or Gaussian-Poisson noise model).

B.2. Demosacing’s Influence

Demosacing is an essential part in camera image signal
processing pipeline [1, 4, 2], which aims to recover inter-
mediate gray-scale image to the R/G/B value by interpolat-
ing the missing values in Bayer pattern. Unlike the previous
work [2], we ignore this step for simplicity in our ISP pro-
cedure. In supplementary material, we show an example
after adding mosaicing process after invert WB process ((d)
in Fig.3) and demosacing process after WB process ((f) in
Fig.3).

To evaluate effects of different low light data genera-
tion methods: Retinex based generation method LR, in-
verse gamma curve LG, inverse gamma curve with addi-
tional possion noise LGP , inverse gamma curve with ad-
ditional mixed Gaussian-Poisson noise model LGmix, our
proposed data generation method in Sec.3.3 Lours, and our
proposed data generation method with mosaicing and de-
mosacing process Lours+m. We measured the performance
of using different dark light data on the real world datasets
[8, 11], shown as YOLO (L) in Table B1, the training con-
figurations and strategies are same as Sec.4, it could be seen
that our synthetic method is of greatest help in improving
the detection performance of real datasets [8], [11].
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